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Class Wise Quiz Contest | Ashad 01, 2080
The students of Elementary School participated in
the Intra-Class 'Quiz Contest'. The objective was to
engage students in fun learning methods and
enhance their general knowledge. This aims to also
enhance their teamwork. It is part of their regular
calendar activity.

Grade 8, 9 & 10 Hiking | Ashad 03, 2080
The students of Grade 8, 9, & 10 hiked to
Bishnudwar in Shivapuri National Park. Throughout
the hike, students displayed tremendous enthusiasm
and were filled with joy as they had the chance to
intimately connect with nature. The hike was
educational, exhilarating, captivating, and
enjoyable.

Debate | Elementary | Ashad 04
Interested students from Elementary School
participated in the Debate Competition in the Nepali
Language. The topic was “बजारकाे खानेकुराभ�दा
घरमा पकाएका खानेकुरा बेस". The students showed
enthusiasm and came up with some insightful points
which surely has enhanced their ability to structure
and organize their thoughts as well as the ability to
think critically.

BookTalk | Ashad 05, 2080
Mr. Roshan Pokharel (Nepali author) spoke to the
students of Middle School and Lower high School
in the BookTalk of Ashad. He has published several
Nepali Literature.

Field Visit | Grade 5 | Ashad 06, 2080
The students of Grade 5 visited 'National Center
for Fruit Development' as a part of school's regular
calendar activity - Field Visit. The students
identified various national and international fruits,
gained knowledge about the production process
involved in growing and cultivating fruits and
vegetables.
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Class Wise Quiz Contest | MS | Ashad 7, 2080
The Intra-class quiz competition at Middle was
conducted successfully on Ashad 7. The quiz was
conducted on multiple topics like Geography of
Nepal, Science and Technology, Religion and
Culture, World Sports etc. Such activity engaged the
students in an enjoyable environment, promoted
learning, tested their knowledge and skills, fostered
healthy competition.

Open Mic (HS) | Ashad 8, 2080
The students at High School conducted Open Mic.
This is a regular live show, hosted outdoors in the
High School courtyard, conducted by students
themselves. In this show, the students at high
school, the audience took the stage and tried out
their songs, musical instruments, and poems.

Open Debate | MS | Ashad 11, 2080
Class-Wise Open Debate Competition in Nepali
Language at Middle School was conducted
successfully. The participants were given two
topics: '�वदेशबाट कमाएकाे लाखभ�दा मातभृ�ूमकाे
काख �याराे' and '�वकासका याेजना प�हले सहरमा हाेइन
गाउँमा बनाउनपुछ�’. The students showed enthusiasm
and came up with some insightful points which
surely has enhanced their ability to structure and
organize their thoughts as well as the ability to think
critically.

Class Wise Spelling Bee | ES | Ashad 12
Class Wise Spelling Bee competition at Elementary
School was conducted successfully. The main
objectives of the program were to develop spelling
skills and enrich their vocabularies. Students
participated and attended the program with great
zeal and the outcomes turned out to be fruitful.
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Science Talk | Ashad 12, 2080
The Science Talk of Asar 2080, on the topic 'The
Influence of Computers in Satellites’ was conducted
successfully with Raunak Pandey. Mr. Pandey made
students aware of the ISS orbit of satellites, bus
system and payload system of cube satellites. He
highlighted the importance of attitude determination
control to prevent tumbling of cube satellites.

Grade 6 Field Visit | Ashad 14, 2080
The students of Grade 6 visited 'BP Koirala
Memorial Planetarium, Observatory and Science
Museum’ as a part of school's regular calendar
activity - Field Visit. During the field visit, students
learned how scientific discoveries are applied in
various fields and everyday life. It covered a wide
range of scientific disciplines, including Physics,
Biology, Astronomy, Geology, and more. This
helped to bridge the gap between theoretical

concepts and their practical implications, making
science more relevant and relatable.

Class Wise Quiz (HS) | Ashad 15, 2080
The Intra-class quiz competition at High School
was conducted successfully. Such competition
significantly contributes to the holistic development
of students. It aims to encourage academic
knowledge, enhance cognitive abilities, encourage
healthy competition, and foster an interactive
learning environment that supports the overall
growth and development of students. The
participants displayed remarkable enthusiasm
during the program, leading to a highly competitive
atmosphere among them.

Advisor Meeting | Ashad 18, 2080
The Advisor meeting of High School (Grade 9 &
10) was held successfully. The main goal was to
discuss the exam anxiety and their management
techniques. Students and faculty advisors discussed
how to mitigate exam phobia. Some of the ideas
developed were preparing outlines, making
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flashcards, understanding concepts, having proper
sleep and diet, handling negative thoughts etc.
Some students also shared the tips and tricks they
apply while preparing for the exam. This meeting
helped students develop confidence they needed to
prepare for their exam.

Big Sibling (ES & MS) | Ashad 18, 2080
The Big Sibling Meeting at ES & MS was
conducted successfully. This is the regular calendar
activity where Middle School students visit
Elementary School to meet their junior siblings with
the objective of sharing knowledge and developing
a bond among siblings. The main agenda of this
meeting was 'How to Prepare for First Term
Examination?’

First Term Exam | Ashad 20, 2080
The students from grade 1 to 10 took their First
Terminal Examination from Ashad 20 of the
Academic Year 2080. This is one of the major parts
of the Continuous Assessment System (CAS) that
DSS follows.


